**NDRIVE MP/ML DUAL AXIS JOYSTICK EXTENSION CABLE (JSXT-FLY FLY-15DU-MAX 300 DM)**

**CABLE WRAP LABEL E6013**
- **STRIPE BACK**: 5/16 in. 12 PLCs
- **SHRINK**
- **LABEL FOR C22752 CABLES**: REQUIRED
- **TIE EVERY 2 FT AIR**
- **C22752-XX W.O. #1 thru X 630B2275-2 REV(X)**

**PROPRIETARY INFORMATION**
- THIS DRAWING IS THE PROPERTY OF AEROTECH, INC. AND IS SUBMITTED IN CONFIDENCE AND SHALL NOT BE REPRODUCED NOR CORRECTED NOR DISCLOSED TO OTHERS UNDER PENALTY OF LAW.

**TOLERANCES ON**
- FRACTIONS
- DECIMALS
- ANGLES
- OVER X 7.9/8
- OVER X 1/16
- XXX 7/32

**RMS EXCEPTINT FINISH AS NOTED**

**REVISIONS**
- **SYM/ZONE**: -
- **DESCRIPTION**: -
- **DATE**: -
- **APPROVAL**: -

**CONNECTOR SHIELDING**
- **WRAP 6" COPPER FOIL (100GA)**
  OVER GROMMET, SHIELD & BRAID WIRE
- **OR**
  - **GROMMET SUPPLIED WITH SHELL**
- **FOLD BACK FOIL SHIELD SUCH THAT THE SILVER PART IS BITCH**
  - **COVER**
- **FOLD BACK & TWIST SHIELD BRAID WIRE & VIRE TO PIN 12 IF REQUIRED**

**WIRE MARKERS**
- **LABEL WIRE WITH BRAID LABELS AS NOTED**
  - **C**: PSP1-115-175-4T WIRE MARKING SLEEVE (E60116)
  - **E**: PSP1-292-175-4T WIRE MARKING SLEEVE (E60116)

**CABLE LENGTH**
- **CAUTION**: CABLE LENGTHS (XXX) ARE IN DECIMETERS
  - **EXAMPLE**: 630B2275-2D
  - **XXX = 30 DECIMETERS (3 METERS) = 10 FT.**
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